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THIRD SEMESTER DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/
TECHNOLOGY - OCTOBER, 20T6

SURVEYING _ II
(Common to CE, AR, QS, EV & WR)

tTime :3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

(lr4aximum marks : l0)

Answer the following questions in one or two sentences.

2 marks.

l. Define vertical axis and horizontal axis of theodolite.

2. What is meant by closing error ?

3. What is an anallatic lens ?

4. What is GIS ?

5. What is a tansition curve ? (5x2=10)

PART - B

lTvlarimum marks : 30)

II Answer any.five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. What is meant by left and right face? What is a transit theodolite?

2. Explain the procedure of measuring bearing of a line with a transit theodolite.

3. Ntention the cases of omitted measurement.

4. [n a closed traverse latitudes and deparfures of the sides were calculated and it
was observed that I latitude = 1.4 and I departure : 2.1. Calculate leneth

and bearing of closing error.

5. Explain how the vertical angles are measured using a transit theodolite.

6. Distinguish between a theodolite and a tacheometer . What is the principle
of tacheometry?

7. Name and sketch the different types of horizontal curves.

l4el

(5x6=30)
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PART - C

(Vlaximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries i5 marks')

UNrr - I

III (a) What are the component parts of a transit theodolite ?

(b) Explain temporary adjusftnents of a theodolite'

On

IV (a) What are the different permanent adjustments that are to be done for a

theodolite '7 6

(b) Explain the procedure for measwing the honzontal angle by repetition rnethod ? 9

UNrr-li

V (a) Explain briefly the two methods of checking the accuracy of an open traverse.

(b) The following are the latitudes and departures of a closed traverse ABCDEA.

Calculate consecutive & independent co-ordinates. Also calculate area of
traverse.

Line Iatitude Departure

AB -4s0 +350

BC +200 +500

CD +640 - 150

DE +120 -300

EA -510 -400

On

6

9

9

u (a)

(b)

Define: (i) tatitude (ii) Departure (iii) Travene (iv) Deflection angle

The following are the length and bearings of a taverse ABCDEA. Calculate

the length and bearing of the omitted line EA.

Line kngth in M Bearing

AB 2t7.5 1200 15'

BC 318.0 620 30',

CD 375.0 3'220 24',

DE 283.5 2650 18'

EA ? ?
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Uxrr __ ill
vII (a) what is meant by tangential tacheometry ? Derive an equation for thehorizontal and vertical distances by tanglntial method when both the anglesare angles of depression.

(b) Determine the RL of top of chimney from the folrowing observations.

VIII (a) Distinguish between fixed hair and movable hair method.

(b) calculate the distance between o and p and the R L of .p, for the
observations made with an instrument having tacheometric constants 100 and
0.30. The staff was held vertical.

kstument
station

Staff
station

Vertical

angle
Sratr

readings
Remarks

o BM +60 00' 00" 1.875, 2.150, 2.425 RL of

BM=150.600o P -100 00' 00" 1.650, 1.800, 1.950

UNrr - IV

D( (a) Djfferentiate between GPS and GIS.

(b) Explain briefly the working principle of electonic theodolite.

On

{ (a) Two staights AB and BC intersect at chainage 9457m. Deflection angle = 6ff
Radius of curve = 200m. Calculate :

(r) tangent length (iii) Chainage of point of commencement

(ii) Length of the curve (rD point of tangency

(b) Describe the piocedure of setting out a simple curve by method of deflection
angle using one theodolite. fr.ankaines method)

6

9

6

9

RL of BM=50.000m+70 12'

Marks

9
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